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Stream Protection Under The Code: THE DESTRUCTION
CONTINUES

his report was researched, written and published by the Sierra Legal Defence Fund.
It is one of a series of scientific and legal research projects undertaken on behalf of
the Forest Caucus of the British Columbia Environmental Network.

The Sierra Legal Defence Fund (SLDF) is a charitable organization that provides free legal
services to environmental groups across Canada. SLDF’s efforts aim to enhance public
access to the legal system, set important legal precedents that will strengthen existing laws,
and provide professional advice on the development of environmental legislation. SLDF
has brought cases on behalf of concerned citizens on a wide variety of issues including
forest management, endangered species habitat protection, water pollution, environmental
impact assessment, and national parks protection. SLDF is funded primarily through public
donations and private foundation grants. It currently has over 13,000 individual supporters
across Canada.
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Cover Photo: Stream #1 on block 8677, MacMillan Bloedel TFL 44. Approved and logged after January
18, 1996.

Text from the logging plan for this block relating to this stream:
Channel Width: 2.0 meters or less. Fish - No
Riparian Reserve Zone Width (RRZ): N/A
Riparian Management Zone Width : 20 meter width required on each side of the creek.

A) Operations within Management Zone: 100% clearcut with no retention of saplings or trees.
 B) Felling Strategy: fall across where required but yard away as much as possible to minimize the

introduction of new debris.
C) Yarding Strategy: yard across where required but yard away as much as possible to minimize

disturbing large woody debris.
D) Debris Management: no cleaning required unless a post harvest assessment identifies a need.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY    
Streams are the lifeblood of the rainforest.  The ‘riparian zones’, or the forest adjacent to
streams, are the key to forest and stream health.  They are the linkage between land and water
and are essential habitat to wildlife as well as fish.  Intact riparian zones  and even the smallest
streams are key for the control of sedimentation, water temperatures, nutrients and hydrology
throughout the forest ecosystem.

It has been over 20 months since the Government of B.C. brought into effect the Forest
Practices Code of British Columbia Act.  During this period, the forest industry and
government offices have repeatedly claimed that significant changes have been implemented in
how British Columbia’s forests are managed.  Front and center among these claims are
assertions about the Code’s “world class” protection of streams, lakes and wetlands.  But are
these claims true?  Are our streams really being protected from the impacts of logging?
Unfortunately, the claims are false and our audit reveals widespread devastation of streams.

Protective buffers around streams, referred to as Riparian Reserve and Management Zones,
contain some of the only ‘hard’ numbers — verifiable environmental standards  — in the entire
Code.  Despite the claims of “world class” standards, the protection promised for various sized
B.C. streams is half or less than that provided by the U.S. Forest Service, or recommended by
scientists.

More importantly, while the Code was
being written, the B.C. logging industry
rejected mandatory protection for all
streams, and argued successfully for
“flexibility” and discretion in managing
logging around the vast majority of
streams. In the end, mandatory protection
(called “Reserve Zones”)  was guaranteed
for a very limited number of the largest
fish-bearing streams and the remainder of
streams were to be protected with more

“flexible” Management Zones.  Almost all of the essential headwater and feeder streams in the
Coastal rainforest have only “Management Zones.”  In effect, industry and government said to
the public “trust us” with our most critical streams.

The purpose of this Report is to evaluate, on a statistical basis, the performance of industry
and government in protecting streams under the Code.  This evaluation will focus on three
issues: (1) examining the discretionary choice of treatments for the “Management Zones”; (2)
determining whether companies are meeting their minimum requirements under the Code; and
(3) analyzing how the law translated into protection of streams on-the-ground.

This Report examines cutblocks logged or approved for logging in 1996 by the major logging
companies operating in four Ministry of Forest Districts in coastal British Columbia. A six-
person team of lawyers, scientists and researchers examined the forest development plans,
logging plans and silviculture prescriptions for all cutblocks involving one or more streams.  In
our paper audit of Ministry of Forests files, the team examined 158 cutblocks and 1086 streams.
Eighteen cutblocks (containing 101 streams) were then actually field-checked by our fish
biologist and soil scientist.   

Unfortunately, this new audit reveals a disturbing level of mismanagement by logging
companies and widespread devastation of our streams.Our most significant finding is the
extent to which our forest streams continue to be clearcut up to both banks, while the logging
companies claim to be in full compliance with the Forest Practices Code.  Across all four
Districts,      83%         of         all        streams     in 1996 cutblocks we reviewed were clearcut to the banks. Of the

“We are looking at individual ecosystems a lot
more intently than they [U.S.] are.  We are
going to have to explain how we are going to
manage the riparian area.”

Brian Zak, President of Coast Forest Lumber
Association, explaining the industry approach to
the management of riparian areas under the Code.
Vancouver Sun    , June 17, 1994.
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1086 streams reviewed, the Ministry of Forests had approved 897 for the complete elimination
of the riparian area by clearcutting.  In most cases, this was completely legal.  This habitat
destruction not only reflects industry’s abuse of discretion under the current regulations, but it
also highlights the ineffectiveness of the Code’s stream protection.  Of the 1,086 streams
reviewed,      only                72        streams      required a mandatory Reserve Zone.

The treatment given to Management Zones reflects both the companies’ and the Ministry’s
abuse of discretion.  Of the 1086 streams we reviewed, the Ministry permitted “clearcutting” of
these Zones an astonishing 83% of the time.   Only 3% of streams received a “no-harvest”
Reserve Zone.  Only 1% of streams were protected by more than the Code ‘minimums’ --most
of these were actually outside cutblocks. These statistics clearly show the “Trust us” strategy of
forestry management is not working.

The exercise of discretion for fish streams was not
much different than for non-fish streams. On S4’s --
known fish bearing streams which require
Management Zones -- clearcutting to streams’ edge
was still approved 79% of the time. None was given
a no-harvest Reserve Zone.

To add insult to injury, we also found that “yarding”
across streams -- the unnecessary and completely destructive practice of dragging logs through
stream beds -- was explicitly proposed by the company and approved by the Ministry of
Forests for 36 % of the 1086 streams we examined.  The Ministry approved the logging of 338
streams with no mention of yarding protection at all. The practice of “falling and yarding away
where possible”  was also commonly prescribed (297 falling/184 yarding). This practice places
the discretion solely in the hands of the logging company and in effect grants them permission
to destroy streams. In addition, falling across streams -- another highly destructive logging
practice -- was expressly proposed on 334 streams in our study. For only 12% of streams (130)
was falling and yarding across streams specifically prohibited.

Overall, the report documents that the quality of information provided in the Plans was sorely
lacking. 10% of all streams examined contained no classification, or an outdated one. Based on
topographical review alone, another 21% of the streams appeared to be misclassified as non-
fish bearing (later confirmed by our field studies). In all, we estimated that 44% of the streams
in our sample did not contain the minimum information required by the Code.

We also conducted a field investigation on 18 cutblocks to determine the accuracy of the
paperwork approved by the Ministry of Forest and to determine the reality on
the ground.  The results our field investigations were even more discouraging.

▼ Of the 101 streams we ground-truthed, 11 streams, or 10% of the total, were not even identified
on the plans submitted to the Ministry of Forests by the logging companies.  This violates
numerous sections of the Code.

▼ Of the remaining streams that were identified in our field study, 32% were misclassified.

▼ 88% of the cutblocks contained a  misclassified or unidentified stream.  

▼ Less than half the streams on the cutblocks (43%) which should have been classified as fish
streams under the Code were properly classified as fish streams. In most cases, these
improperly classified fish streams were clearcut to the banks, fallen and yarded across and
essentially destroyed.

▼ Of the remaining streams which were identified as fish streams in the plans, over half were
given an improperly low classification.

“Streamside riparian areas are
protected to preserve key fish
and wildlife habitat”

(Source:  Govt. of B.C. Information
Brochure, 1996)
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The findings in our field study appear to confirm the findings of our paperwork audit.
Management Zones, the only protection offered to most streams, turn out to offer little real
protection in fact.  The result of the ‘flexibility’ left in the Code is that over 80% of all forest
streams are being totally clearcut, and a similar percentage are being fallen and yarded across.
Very few of the remainder are fully protected.  This is a far cry from the “world class
standards” that were promised, and will not protect the forest or stream ecosystems.  It is
highly unlikely that this is what the public had  understood would be the result of the new
Code.

How has the forest industry responded to the public trust and the flexibility allowed by
the Forest Practices Code?  How have the Ministry of Forests’ District Managers used the
discretion given to them under the Code?  Poorly, very poorly.  Standards intended to be
minimums are treated as maximums, and are routinely ignored, through the abuse of
discretion.  Wherever protection has not been absolutely mandatory, the industry and the
District Managers have used the opportunity, overwhelmingly, to say “Clearcut”.   Where the
Code says “Riparian Management Zone”, industry and government read “Clearcut”.

Plainly, if the public demand for stream protection is to be fulfilled, the discretionary elements
of the Forest Practices Code must be eliminated, and Riparian Zones expanded in size,
particularly for the smaller streams. If the B.C. Government is as interested in fish protection
and proper forest practices as it claims to be, then there can be no other response.

This Report may also help to assess the forest industry’s demands for more delegation of
decision-making power and for a ‘Results-based’ Code. Each of these clearcut riparian zones
was submitted by industry (certified as compliant with the Code by company Registered
Professional Foresters), logged by industry and deemed acceptable by industry. Clearly
industry discretion and ecosystem protection are mutually exclusive.

This is the second in a series of ‘Citizen’s Audits’ for which the Sierra Legal Defence Fund
(SLDF) was commissioned by the Forest Caucus of the B.C. Environmental Network.  These
Audits investigate how key environmental benchmarks are being treated under the Forest
Practices Code  and are designed to examine whether the Code is delivering change on the
ground or is merely a public relations tool for industry and government.

The first Citizen’s Audit was The Clearcut Code (Dec. 96) which showed that clearcutting is
scheduled to continue at the rate of 92% across the Province for the next five years — little or
no change from practices prior to the new Code.  SLDF interim reports (Dec. 96, Jan. ‘97) show
that timber volumes actually cut were higher in 1996 than 1995.  At the conclusion of the Chief
Forester’s 5-year Timber Supply Review, the province wide AAC was set at 71.1 million cubic
meters, compared to 71.4 million cubic meters before the review — a drop of just 0.4%. In
comparison, the sustainable rate of harvest, by the Ministry of Forests own calculations is well
below 59 million cu. m. In other words, B.C. continues to clearcut just as often and just as
much timber as before the Code even though we know the rate of logging is unsustainable.
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KEY FINDINGS   

- Planning Approval Audit -

83% of all stream riparian zones (897 of 1086 streams) were approved for clearcutting right
to the stream’s edge.

91% in Port McNeill Forest District

87% in Queen Charlotte Forest District

85% in North Coast Forest District

68% in Port Alberni Forest District

▼ In most cases, this was fully approved by the Ministry and was legal.

▼ Only 3% of streams received a “no-harvest” Management Zone; only 1% received any
greater than this.

▼ Only 12% of streams had plans prohibiting yarding across; a majority (53%) permitted
it either explicitly or by giving the company the discretion.

▼ Even the known fish streams with only  Management Zones (S4) were clearcut 79% of
the time; in many of these, falling and yarding across was also allowed.

▼ 44% of all stream reach plans did not contain the minimum information required by the
Code.

▼ All Districts did very poorly; Port McNeill and the Queen Charlotte were the worst.

- Field Review -

▼ 16 of the 18 cutblocks (89%) field-checked had a non-identified or misclassified stream
reach.

▼ 40% of all streams checked were either not identified or misclassified.

▼ 11% of all streams were simply not identified or disclosed by the logging company.

▼ Of the 101 streams examined in the field, 82 were clearcut to both banks, 18 were given
some buffer, and only 1 was given the full management and reserve buffer under the
Code.

▼ 82% of the streams checked in the field were felled and yarded across.

▼ Less than half the streams on the cutblocks (43%) which should have been classified as
fish stream under the Code were properly classified as fish-streams. In most cases, these
improperly classified fish-streams were clearcut to the banks, fallen and yarded across
and essentially destroyed.

▼ Of the remaining streams which were identified as fish-streams in the plans, over half
were given an improperly low classification.
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INTRODUCTION    
Streams are the lifeblood of the forest, and healthy streams depend on undisturbed
streamside , or riparian areas. Riparian areas are those areas located next to the banks of
streams, lakes, and wetlands. The ecology of streams and the adjacent terrestrial
environment are intimately linked by the interrelationship of water, organisms, organic and
non-organic materials. These linkages of land and water, mountain and valley, lake and
ocean, are at the heart of a riparian ecosystem.2 On June 15, 1995, the B.C. government
enacted the new Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act, (the “Code” ) which the
government and the forest industry are promoting as a improved model for forest
management. Numerous claims have been made that the new Code mandates “state of the
art forestry”, and “world class” standards for logging. Many of these claims have heaped
praise on the Code’s ostensible new protection for streams.1  But are these claims true? Are
our streams really being protected from the impacts of logging?

Due to the widespread belief that logging companies and government are not adequately
protecting streams, the Forest Caucus of the British Columbia Environmental Network
commissioned the Sierra Legal Defence Fund (“SLDF”) to do a series of citizens’ audits, the
first of which was the “Clear Cut Code” (December, 1996).  The purpose of these audits is to
evaluate the implementation of key environmental standards under the new Code.
Specifically, this report will examine how logging activities have affected B.C. streams since
the Code’s introduction. This report will focus on three general issues: (1) how well
companies and the Ministry of Forests are living up to their stream protection
responsibilities; (2) how logging companies and the Ministry are exercising their
discretionary choice of treatments in “Management Zones”; and (3) how the Code is
translated into protection of streams on-the-ground.

Table 1. Minimum Legal Widths of Reserve Zones
and Management Zones

Riparian
Class

Average
Channel Width

(m)

Reserve
Zone Width

(m)

Management
Zone Width (m)

S1 large rivers 100 0 100
S1 not large

rivers
>20 50 20

S2 >5 ≤ 20 30 20
S3 1.5 ≤ 5 20 20
S4 <1.5 0 30
S5 >3 0 30
S6 3 0 20

Source:  Forest Practices Code      Riparian Management Area Guidebook    , December 1995

The Code creates two types of protective buffers around streams: Reserve Zones and
Management Zones. What many people do not realize is that the Code does not require
both of these buffers around all streams. The various minimum widths of the two kinds of
buffer zones are set out in Table 1. Reserve Zones provide mandatory no-logging buffers
while the type and degree of logging in Management Zones is left to the discretion of logging
companies and the Ministry of Forests.  Unfortunately, the mandatory Reserve Zone
buffers are only required around a small percentage of B.C. streams (the largest fish
streams), while protection of the vast majority of streams, including small fish streams, is
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left to the discretion of logging companies and government. Our audit aimed to gauge the
effectiveness of the various mandatory and discretionary measures for protecting streams.
We discovered that industry and government exercised their discretionary powers to
overwhelmingly favor clearcut logging over stream protection.

Under the Code, the responsibility for safeguarding streams falls to both logging companies
and the Ministry of Forests. Our audit reveals two fundamental ways in which the Code,
the logging industry, and the B.C. government fail to protect B.C.’s valuable streams.
First, the Code’s standards are embarrassingly inadequate for the minority of streams that
do receive mandatory Reserve Zones; our irreplaceable large salmon rivers.  For example,
even small seasonal streams on National Forest land in Washington State get more
mandatory protection than the best salmon streams in B.C. under the Code.  Secondly, the
discretion given to logging companies to log in Management Zones is being misused and
abused. Our report will document that, when given a choice between logging and protecting
a stream, the logging companies and the Ministry of Forests overwhelmingly choose
logging. This report also documents that for the vast majority of streams, companies were
using their discretion to clearcut right up to both banks.

In addition, our report documents that no-logging Reserve Zones are not being imposed
around a significant number of B.C.’s larger fish-bearing streams as required by the Code.
Worse yet, as the section of our report on yarding illustrates, companies are using their
discretion to yard and fall across an alarming number of streams. The effect of this
destructive practice, which degrades the streambank’s integrity, will last for many years.

Another important responsibility of logging companies is to  identify and classify all of the
streams located near logging operations. Our audit set out to determine how effectively
logging companies were fulfilling these requirements. We discovered that companies are
frequently failing to do either adequately.  It is worthwhile to keep in mind the economic as
well as the ecological importance of stream and riparian protection. Streams are the
nurseries for most of the fish species that are of economic value to B.C. The total value of
the entire commercial and sports fishing industry in B.C., including value-added
processing, is generally considered to be $2 billion per year.3 While the economic benefits of
maintaining healthy streams are clearly significant, one must never forget the vital role
streams also play in maintaining forest ecosystem health.

Given the economic importance of the forest industry, the inadequacies of the Code, and the
failure of both the Ministry of Forests and logging companies to protect B.C.’s streams,
where do we go from here? Many scientists conclude that planning around streams should
be done on a watershed level and should involve an ecosystem-based approach. For
example, the Clayoquot Scientific Panel emphasizes the importance of “maintaining
vegetation in riparian areas, restricting rates of forest removal (rate-of-cut) within
watersheds, carefully locating and constructing roads, and treating watersheds as discrete
units.”4  Based on this knowledge, the Scientific Panel concludes that classifying streams for
the purposes of riparian protection using only “fish populations” and “stream channel
characteristics” — the way the Code does— is not an effective way to manage riparian
ecosystems.5 According to the panel, an effective riparian protection program must
recognize the connectivity of the entire drainage system in a watershed.  Unfortunately, as
the following sections on stream identification, classification and protection illustrate,
riparian planning under the Code falls far short of fulfilling the Panel’s goals.

While our report documents a startling degree of mismanagement around B.C.’s streams,
the problems we document are not new.  Five years ago, another independent auditor set
out to examine the protection being given to British Columbia’s streams. The resulting
report, which became widely known as “The Tripp Report” 6 created a public furor because
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of failure of logging companies to identify, classify and provide proper protection for
streams.

Unfortunately, as our report documents, five years later the destruction of our streams
continues. Remarkably, despite their ongoing abuse of streams and the public trust, the
forest industry has begun lobbying government to significantly increase their discretionary
power to manage the forest. British Columbia’s streams need more mandatory protection,
not more discretion. Our streams need larger mandatory no-logging buffers and effective
mechanisms to hold companies accountable for the damage they cause. Our streams need
tougher, biologically sensible protection, not a less effective, amended Forest Practices Code.

- Small Streams and the Impact of Logging -

Forest riparian areas are extremely rich in plant and animal species. Riparian areas have
special significance for wildlife habitat and are the main travel corridors for most large
mammals.7   Riparian areas also happen to be  the forest habitats which have the greatest
degree of biological diversity and productivity. Recognizing this, the Clayoquot Scientific
Panel has concluded that riparian areas are essentially the skeleton and circulation system
of the ecological landscape.

Intact riparian areas on even the smallest streams are crucial to forest health. These areas
help stabilize stream banks by moderating stream bank erosion and the rate of water
movement through the soil. Streamside shade trees also play a crucial role in the regulation
of water temperature that is so vital to fish survival. These areas also are a major source of
large wood which falls into the streams helping to create pools and gravel storage areas
within the stream channel. In short, the health of riparian areas is vital to the health of the
forest ecosystem as a whole.

Also, because streams transport material and organisms from upslope to downslope,
logging activities near small headwater streams on steep slopes upstream near small
streams can have a direct influence on the downstream environment. Logging and road
building upstream can have negative impacts on water quality, temperature regimes,
organisms, and channel morphology of the stream sections farther down the valley. While
many of the streams which are impacted by logging may not themselves be fish-bearing,
degrading these streams very often can impact on downstream fish habitat.

The dragging of logs across small streams (known as “yarding”), as well as the removal of
trees from the riparian zone, can also seriously and rather quickly affect water quality
downstream. Impacts can include the erosion and de-stabilization of the stream banks,
transport of sediment and wood downstream, and in some cases, the release of  “debris
torrents” of logging debris and sediment, causing the stream bedload to shift downstream
into fish-bearing waters. Less obvious, but equally serious over the long-term, is the
gradual filling in of major river channels with millions of tonnes of sediment from eroding
small streams.  There is some evidence to suggest that historic salmon producing rivers
such as the San Juan, Sarita and the Klanawa have had much of their fish habitat virtually
filled in  by sediment from accelerated erosion in their heavily logged watersheds.

METHODOLOGY OF THIS REPORT    
The data in this report are based upon a series of paper audits and field reviews
undertaken by the Sierra Legal Defence Fund (“SLDF”) staff between November 13, 1996
and February 6, 1997.  The SLDF team included lawyers, a fish biologist, a soil scientist
and two data researchers.
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Written requests were made to four coastal Forest Districts –Port McNeill, North
Coast, Queen Charlotte City, and Port Alberni— to allow SLDF personnel to
have access to documents related to streams.8  We asked each district to make available at
least two forest development plans (FDPs) approved since December 15, 1995, the date after
which development plans were required to be in substantial compliance with the Code. We
also asked for silviculture prescriptions (SPs) and logging plans (LPs) for every cutblock
that had been either approved after January 1, 1996 or was logged in 1996, or both. Each
district was also asked to provide any stream assessments or fish inventories related to the
plans we were reviewing.

Forest development plans are proposals created by logging companies to describe their
planned activities in a particular area over at least a five year period. FDPs must show the
location of all the streams, lakes and wetlands in the area around their cutblock and road
locations. LPs and SPs show the activities a company plans for a particular cutblock. The
Code requires LPs and SPs to identify (by name or number) and classify every stream, lake
or wetland for the area covered by the plan map, even areas outside the cutblock.

An LP is also legally required to specify the widths of the proposed Reserve Zones and
Management Zones.9  If logging is proposed for areas adjacent to streams, lakes and
wetlands, then the LP must also describe the strategies:

1. for falling, yarding and debris management; and

2. to be used to protect the stream bank and to minimize damage to the plant

understory.10

In addition, the LP is required to indicate the logging method (i.e. clearcut, partial cut) to be
carried out  in the Management Zone.11

To simplify our review of the various plans, a data sheet was compiled.  For each cutblock
we reviewed, we collected the following data for each stream on, or immediately adjacent to,
each block: stream identification; stream classification; the width of Reserve Zone and
Management Zone; the logging method approved for the Management Zone; and the
approved falling and yarding strategy. We also indicated whether the streams had been
field-assessed or had been classified according to gradient.

This data was then entered into a database on a cutblock-by-cutblock basis. Having
entered data from 1,086 streams on 158 cutblocks under eight forest development plans in
four Forest Districts, we think that we have created a fair, significant sample of the state of
Code-approved stream protection in coastal British Columbia.

For the purposes of our paper audit of the data the following assumptions were made:

▼ If no fish inventory was specified in the planning documents or provided to us
separately, it was assumed that none was conducted and that the gradient criteria for
determining fish presence applied (all stream and fish presence assessments were
specifically requested for our document reviews).

▼ All streams on the blocks were indicated on the operational planning maps.

▼ All documents requested were provided to us.
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Following the paper audit, we field checked 18 cutblocks in two Forest Districts — Port
Alberni and Queen Charlotte City— to determine if the information in the plans was
accurate and whether companies were living up to the commitments made in their plans.

Field investigations were limited in their scope due to weather and access.  All of the areas
covered by the paper audit could not be field-checked because of  access problems due to
snow (Port McNeill because all of the blocks audited in the office were high elevation
blocks).  Therefore, only two Forest Districts, Port Alberni and Queen Charlotte Island,
were subjected to field verification.

The field assessments were restricted to cutblocks which the plans (SPs and LPs) had fish
streams on, or immediately adjacent to, the block or where that block was in close proximity
to known, or identified, fish streams.  Cut blocks on steep slopes, at high elevations or at
great distances from identified fish streams, were excluded from the field review as the
paper audit generally indicated that virtually all of the streams on or adjacent to these
blocks were classified as non-fish-bearing and the prescription for these streams was
generally the same (clearcut or partial or modified clearcut).  Accessibility to the cutblock
was also an important criteria as our investigators were limited to travel on logging roads,
so any cutblocks that required boat or helicopter access were generally excluded.

For each cutblock field checked a copy of the approved logging plan was obtained from the
appropriate Ministry of Forests office. The plan was taken into the field and compared to
what was observed on the ground.  All streams that were found in the field but were not
indicated on the plans were classified in the field and their approximate location marked on
the plan maps.  All streams that matched those identified on the plans were also classified in
the field and the classification compared with that specified in the logging plan.  In addition,
any stream-side protection zones left adjacent to any stream were recorded, as were
incidences where streams had been felled across and/or yarded across.

All of the cutblocks that were assessed had already been logged.  In many cases it was
difficult to assess the quality or quantity of potential fish habitat that may have existed on a
block prior to logging, as many of the streams we observed were buried in logging debris or
suffered severe bank disturbance as a result of trees being dragged across them.  Therefore,
a fair method of classifying these streams in the post-logging state was required.

For the purposes of our field investigations, stream classifications were made on the basis
of:  a) channel width and gradient of the stream reach or reaches flowing through or
immediately adjacent to the block; and/or b) whether the stream or stream reach flowed into
a fish stream situated downstream; and/or c) whether an adequate fisheries assessment had
been done on the stream.  This approach is consistent with the classification criteria
established in the Code.

Gradients were, for the most part, estimated visually (consensus of at least two observers),
except where gradients exceeded approximately 20% or where observer consensus could not
be reached.  In these cases,  a clinometer was used. Stream widths were measured either
with tape and/or paced off.  If a stream reach exhibited variable widths throughout the
block, several sections of each stream reach were measured and an average width
calculated.  Stream channel width was measured from bank to bank at the high water
mark.  

Due to time constraints our investigators did not walk the entire length of each stream on
each block, nor was every stream surveyed outside the block.  The focus of the field
classifications was limited to that portion of the stream within or immediately adjacent to
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the block.  This too is consistent with the Code, which refers to a “portion of the stream”
only.

STREAM PROTECTION UNDER THE        CODE       :        THE LAW VERSUS THE
REALITY    

The Law: What Is A Stream?

The definition of “streams” changed considerably under the Code. Although the definition
has been expanded under the new law, not all watercourses constitute streams nor qualify
as streams. To qualify as a stream, a watercourse need only have two characteristics:
defined banks and an alluvial soil bed. Alluvial soils are soils such as clay, gravel and sand
that are deposited by flowing water. Newly, streams are not required to have permanent
flowing water. Instead, they can be
perennial or intermittent (seasonally
flowing).

In B.C., logging companies and the
government share responsibility for the
safeguarding of streams on public
forest land. The Code contains both mandatory and discretionary provisions. Logging
companies are responsible for identifying all the watercourses that qualify as streams on the
land around where the company is proposing to log or build. Once a stream is identified,
the logging company is required to classify the stream. Classifying streams requires the
company to determine whether a stream is a fish-stream or not. It also means the company
must determine the stream’s width and, in some cases, the steepness of the slope on which
the stream is located. Once the classification is determined, the company’s plans must then
propose logging activities that ensure the proper protection of streams. These plans are
ultimately signed by a Registered Professional Forester who certifies that they meet the
standards required by the Code. Finally, once the planning is complete and approved by
the Ministry of Forests, the company must conduct its operations around streams in
accordance with its plans and in such a way as to ensure streams are not damaged. Our
investigation reveals that companies are failing to meet these legal obligations at each step of
the process.

Even if the company happens to overlook a stream and not identify it in their plans, the
Code requires the company to stop or modify its operations to prevent harm to the stream.
When an unidentified stream is encountered during logging, the company is supposed to
inform the Ministry of Forests and modify its plans.12  Unfortunately, our evidence
illustrates that when logging companies find unidentified streams, they do not halt
operations and prescribe the proper riparian protection measures as the law requires.

The Reality: Existing Streams Found In The Field That Were NOT Identified
On Plans.

In Port Alberni, seven cutblocks were field-inspected to determine whether the logging
company had identified all of the streams in each cutblock. Our field check identified forty-
nine stream reaches on these blocks, only 44 of which were identified on cutblock-level
plans. In other words, the logging company failed to meet its mandatory obligations to
identify and classify five streams. In addition, the company failed to stop operations and
amend its plan once the unidentified streams were discovered on the blocks.

Of the five stream reaches not identified on any of the plans, three should have been
classified as fish streams and two were non-fish streams. The unidentified fish streams were
not small channels, rather they varied from between two metres to seven metres in size.
Alarmingly, our investigators revealed that there were no streamside buffer zones evident

“stream” means a watercourse, having an alluvial
sediment bed, formed when water flows on a perennial
or intermittent basis between continuous definable
banks;
section 1(1) of the Operational Planning Regulation (B.C. Reg. 174/95)
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on any of the unidentified streams, including the fish streams. In fact, all of the five
unidentified streams had been clearcut to the banks and trees had been felled and dragged
through the channel, leaving the streams filled with debris. In the Queen Charlotte Island
Forest District, eleven cutblocks were field inspected. Our inspections identified fifty-two
stream reaches on these blocks, only 46 of which were identified on cutblock level plans.
Therefore, the company failed to meet its mandatory obligation to identify and classify six
streams, in addition to its failure to stop operations and amend its plans as required by law.

Port
Alberni

Queen
Charlotte

Total

Number of cutblocks 7 11 18

Number of cutblocks with
unidentified stream reaches

3 5 8

Percentage of cutblocks with
unidentified stream reaches

43% 45% 44%

Number of stream reaches in plans 44 46 90

Number of stream reaches found in
field

49 52 101

Number of stream reaches not
identified in plans

5 6 11

Number of fish streams not
identified in plans

3 2 5

Percentage of stream reaches not
identified in plans

11% 13% 12.7%

Table 2. Number of stream reaches not identified in the plans but
found during field verification

Of the six stream reaches not identified on any of the plans, three should have been
classified as fish streams and three were non-fish streams. Logs had been dragged through
the channels of all the streams and the channels were rutted, destabilized, and filled with
debris left by logging. There were no streamside buffers evident. In fact, all the unidentified
streams had been clearcut to the banks, including one of the fish streams, around which the
company should have placed a 20 metre no-logging zone.

Sixty percent of the stream reaches which had not been identified on plans in the Port
Alberni Forest District were “fish streams” as defined by the Code. In the Queen Charlotte
Forest District, fifty percent of the unidentified streams were fish streams.  

In total, streams were not identified in eight (44%) of the 18 cutblocks we field-verified.
Therefore, logging companies did not meet their mandatory legal requirements to identify
all the streams on almost half of the cutblocks harvested.  Given the requirement that
companies stop operations and amend plans upon encountering unidentified streams, each
of the unidentified streams which we documented involve at least two contraventions of the
law.

FINDING 1:  11% of all streams found in the field were not identified on
plans.
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FINDING 2:  44% of the cutblocks reviewed in the field had unidentified
streams.

The Law: How Do You Classify Streams?

Stream classification is very important under the new law because the classification given to
a stream determines the minimum streamside protection required. The Code recognizes two
broad categories of streams (fish streams and non-fish streams)13 and six different stream
classifications—S1 through S6—within the two broad categories. Streams designated as
fish streams fall into one of four stream classes—S1 through S4—depending on their
average channel width. Those streams designated as not having fish fall within one of two
stream classes—S5 or S6—again depending on width of the channel. (See Tables 3 and 4.)

Stream Class Average Channel
Width (m)

S1
large rivers

100

S1
except large rivers

>20

S2 >5 ≤20

S3 1.5 ≤5

S4 <1.5

Table 3:  Fish Streams (S1,  S2,  S3,
S4) 14

Stream Class Average Channel
Width (m)

S5 >3

S6 3

Table 4: Streams with no fish (S5 and S6)15

Most of the stream protection afforded under the Code comes in the form of streamside
protective buffers. The minimum size of these protective buffers is determined by the
stream’s classification. The classification of a stream depends on two factors: 1) whether
thestream has fish in it, and 2) the width of the stream.  If these two determinations are
made, one can classify any stream in the province.

If a stream has fish in it, it is automatically an S1, S2, S3 or S4 stream. The specific class of
the stream then depends on the width of its channel (i.e. the distance between the tops of the
stream’s banks).Table 3 indicates the respective widths of the various fish-bearing streams.

If a stream does not contain fish, it can be classed as S5 or an S6 stream. As with fish
streams, whether a non-fish stream is S5 or S6 depends on the width of the stream channel
(i.e. the distance between the tops of the stream’s banks). Table 4 indicates the respective
widths of the two classes of non-fish-bearing streams.

The Reality: Failure To Classify Streams In Plans

All streams in and around cutblocks are to be identified and classified on cutblock level
plans. We have found that in some cases, streams are shown on the cutblock-level maps (i.e.
they are identified), but there is no specific information about these streams in the plans.
This lack of information often included a failure to classify the streams. 104 of the 1,086
streams, or approximately 10% of the streams in our sample had either no classification or
used an old classification system. This means that companies failed to meet their mandatory
legal obligations to classify streams a significant percentage of the time. This failure to
classify streams using the Code S1 through S6 system prevented us in many cases from
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determining whether the streams were receiving proper buffer zones without field checking
them.

Finding 3: 10% of the streams in planning documents were not classified
under the Code.

The Law: How Do You Determine Whether A Stream Has Fish In It?

Streams that are known to contain certain types of fish qualify as “fish streams” under the
Code. However, for many streams no information about fish presence is known.16  To solve
this problem, the Code creates a formula which defines which streams are likely to contain
suitable fish habitat and must therefore be treated as “fish streams”.  This formula is for
use where no information about fish is available. Logging companies that do not wish to do
proper fish assessments are given the option of accepting the Code definition of a “fish
stream” and classifying streams accordingly.

Obviously the preferred method of identifying fish streams is for the logging company to do
a fish assessment17  of the stream to determine if fish are present “at any time of the year.” 18

A fish assessment requires going out in the field and actually checking whether fish are in
the stream. Several sampling methods are permissible including angling, trapping, and
electrofishing.

While fish presence can be confirmed once an individual fish is captured, proving that there
are no fish in a stream is much more difficult. In order for a logging company to classify a
stream as non-fish-bearing (S5 or S6), the stream must be sampled during the different
seasons appropriate for the geographical area and habitat types present (main channel, off-
channel, seasonal). Very few of the plans we reviewed had stream classifications based upon
on-the-ground fish assessments. Those few stream/fish assessments we did see in our
review were based upon sampling done only once during the year, usually during the late
summer or early fall when many streams are at their lowest water levels.

Given the difficulty of field-checking every stream, a default provision was included in the

Code whereby streams can be classified as non-fish streams if they are located on slopes
with a gradient above 20%. This same provision, however, required streams located on
slopes with a gradient of less than 20% to be classified as “fish streams” if they flow directly

Fish Stream : Section 1(1) of the Operational Planning Regulations (B.C. Reg 174/95) defines “fish stream” as “that portion of a
stream that

(a) is frequented by species of
(i) anadromous salmonids,
(ii) rainbow trout, cutthroat trout, brown trout, bull trout, Dolly Varden char, lake trout, brook trout, kokanee,

largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, mountain whitefish, lake whitefish, arctic grayling, burbot, white sturgeon, black crappie,
yellow perch, walleye or northern pike,

(iii) identified threatened or endangered fish, or
(iv) regionally important fish as determined by the District Manager and the Deputy Minister of the Ministry of

Environment, Lands and Parks or a person authorized by that deputy minister, or
(b) unless otherwise identified in a fish inventory acceptable to the District Manager,

(i) before June 15, 1996 has a slope gradient of less than 20% on the Coast and 12% in the Interior and flows directly
into
(A) a stream referred to in paragraph (a),
(B) the Pacific Ocean, or
(C) a lake known to support fish, or

(ii) on or after June 15, 1996 has a slope gradient of less than 20% and flows directly into
(A) a stream referred to in paragraph (a),
(B) the Pacific Ocean, or
(C) a lake known to support fish.
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into the ocean or fish-bearing streams or lakes. The 20% gradient rule presumes that most
of the streams on higher gradients will not likely contain fish.  (However, fish can also be
found in streams of a greater than 20% gradient.  For example, Dolly Varden char have
been found in streams with gradients up to 35%.)

Almost all the streams we reviewed were classified according to these default provisions,
many of them incorrectly. This means that almost all the streams in the plans we reviewed
were classified as non-fish-bearing without anyone ever going out on the ground and
verifying that no fish were present.

To summarize, for a company to classify a stream located on less than 20% gradient as non-
fish-bearing —where no studies or assessments about fish have already been completed —
the logging company must conduct an acceptable fish inventory which proves that      no         fish
are         present         at         any        time          of         the         year    . Only after the absence of fish is confirmed by a proper
inventory can the company classify the stream as S5 or S6. If no fish inventory is done, as
was the case for the vast majority of streams we reviewed, then those streams on less than
20% slopes are required by the Code to be considered fish streams and should be classified
as S1, S2, S3 or S4 depending on their channel widths.

Given that the presence of fish at any time of the year qualifies a stream as fish-bearing, the
results of a single sampling event are not sufficient grounds for classifying a stream as non-
fish bearing if it otherwise meets the definition of a fish stream..  This is confirmed by the
requirements for fish assessments in the Code Guidebook.   A short stream reach of 20%
gradient is not a barrier to fish migration and is not adequate justification for classifying a
stream as non-fish-bearing.  In addition, small waterfalls that exist and may be barriers to
fish migration during low summer flows are often passable during higher spring and late
fall flows (not to mention that some species, like coho salmon and steelhead trout, are
capable of jumping vertical falls in excess of 2-3 metres) and are therefore insufficient
evidence to classify as non-fish-bearing.

For the purposes of this report, we have accepted the Code definition of “fish stream”. This
does not necessarily mean that the characterization of a stream as a “fish stream” means
there is fish in it at all times of the year, or at all, any more than the Code definition of a
non-fish stream means there is not fish in it. It does mean that the classification of the
stream is required to be S1-S4, and that the resultant riparian zone protection should
legally be given.

The Reality: Apparent Misclassification Of Fish-bearing Streams As Non Fish-
bearing According To Paper Audit.

Our review of information in plans raised serious questions about the accuracy of
companies’ stream classifications. Although each of these plans which we audited had been
approved by a Registered Professional Forester, we identified 34 cutblocks with streams
that seemed obviously to have been misclassified. As was discussed earlier, the vast
majority of the streams that were identified on the plans which we examined had not been
classified based upon proper fish or stream assessments. In other words, very few streams
had been classified by actually going out into the field and doing on-the-ground sampling of
streams.

Instead, most of the plans in our audit classified streams according to the default gradient
rule. To check the companies’ classifications, we reviewed the topographical19 and stream
information in the various plans, and determined  that companies had likely misclassified a
total of 233 streams (21%) of the streams classified, as “non-fish streams” when in fact they
appeared to be “fish streams” according to the Code’s default definition. In other words,
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these streams did not have fish assessments, and appeared to be located on slopes of less
than 20%, and flowed into fish-bearing waters.

FINDING 4: At least 21% of the streams in our paper audit appeared to
have

been misclassified based on the information in the plans.

The Reality: Misclassification Of Fish-bearing Streams As Non Fish-
bearing According To Field Review.

 SLDF investigators conducted field assessments of 18 cutblocks in two Forest Districtsto
verify stream classifications that appeared in cutblock-level plans.

In the Port Alberni Forest District, seven cutblocks were field-inspected to determine
whether the logging company had properly classified all of the streams in the cutblocks.
Forty-nine stream reaches were located in the field on these blocks, only 44 of which were
identified in the plans. Of the 49 stream reaches located in the field, a total of 18 were not
properly classified (five of which because they were not identified, the remainder because of
under-classification)

Of the 18 stream reaches not properly classified or identified, five should have been
classified as S4 streams, six should have been classified as S3 streams, three should have
been classified as S2 streams, one should have been classified as an S1 stream, two were S6
streams and one was S5.83% (15 of 18)  were determined to be “fish streams” as defined in
the Code.  Six of these 15 fish streams not properly classified had actually been classified by
the company as fish streams (S1-S4), but  incorrectly; the stream channel widths observed
in the field were greater than those specified in the plans.  Nine of these streams — 50% of
the fish streams on the cutblocks — were wrongly classified as non-fish streams.  Some of
these should have received mandatory Reserve Zone protection.

Table 5.  Number of stream reaches misclassified and unclassified in the
cutblocks subjected to field verification

Port
Alberni

QCI Total

Number of cutblocks 7 11 18

Number of stream reaches on plans 44 46 90

Number of stream reaches in field 49 52 a 101

Number of reaches properly classified on plans 30 61

Number of stream reaches not identified on
plans

5 6 11

Number of reaches misclassified on plans based
on field assessmentb

13 16 29

Total number of stream reaches not properly
classified or identified

18
(37%)

22 (42%) 40
(40%)

Number of cutblocks with stream reaches that
were misclassified or not identified

  6
(85%)

10 (90%) 16
(89%)

Percentage of stream reaches misclassified or
not identified that were fish streams

83% 82% 82.5%

Percentage of misclassified stream reaches that
were fish streams

31% 35% 33%
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a Includes one stream that could not be located in the field but was assumed to be properly classified as S6.
b In this column, number of stream reaches misclassified on plans includes all streams that were classified as A, B, or
C under the old B.C. Coastal Fisheries/Forestry Guidelines (if applicable) and all stream reach classifications verified based on
gradient and width, and, if applicable, fish presence as determined through fry trapping. If a stream reach was classified under
CFFG only as non-fish bearing (Class C -there were 8) and this was verified based on gradient rule (>20%) then stream reach
was accepted as properly classified (there were a total of 5 properly classified). If  a stream reach was classified as non-fish
bearing and gradient was < 20%, and if the stream was tributary to a fish stream and a proper fish inventory had not been done,
the stream was deemed misclassified (there were 3).  If stream was classified under CFFG only as a fish stream (Class A or B -
there were 5) and no stream widths or inaccurate stream widths were specified in the plan then this stream was deemed to be
misclassified (there were 5).

In the Queen Charlotte Island Forest District, eleven cutblocks were field-inspected.  Fifty-
two stream reaches were located in the field on these blocks, only 46 of which were identified
in the plans. Of the 52 stream reaches located in the field, a total of 22 were not properly
classified (six of which because they were not identified). Of the 22 stream reaches not
properly classified or identified, nine should have been classified as S4 streams, six should
have been classified as S3 streams, three should have been classified as S2 streams, two
were S6 streams and two were S5 streams (one with a gully -- logging in a gully is not
permitted unless otherwise specified following a gully assessment).

82 % (18) of these were “fish streams” as defined in the Code. Similarly, as discussed above,
three of the 18 fish streams had been under-classified because of stream-widths. In total
83% (15 of 18) fish streams were wrongly classified as non-fish streams. The
misclassification of these streams therefore led to the clearcutting of areas which should
have remained as protective Reserve Zones around fish bearing streams.

In contrast to most of the plans examined in our paper audit, some of the streams in the
Port Alberni Forest District and most of the streams in Queen Charlotte had been subjected
to some kind of ‘fisheries assessment’ by the licensee prior to logging having taken place on
these blocks.  However, these ‘fisheries assessments’ were not adequate as they generally
consisted of single, one-time fish sampling events (usually using fry traps) on selected
streams and “visual assessments” of the majority. Companies erroneously classified streams
as non-fish-bearing based upon fish migration barriers which would actually not impede
fish.20   Channel widths were also frequently measured incorrectly.21

In summary, 40% (40 of 101) of the streams our investigators field checked were improperly
classified.  Even more extraordinary is the fact that on 89%of the cutblocks our
investigators field-checked, there was at least one improperly classified stream.  This
indicates that logging companies are not be taking their mandatory legal responsibility to
properly classify streams seriously.

It is interesting that all errors made by the companies were in their favor. Not one stream
was over classified; 82% of the errors made were in relation to either not classifying or
under-classifying fish streams, which obviously has a significant effect on the amount of
protection.

The fact that so many of the streams on the sampled blocks — 57% (24 of 42) — that
should have been classified as “fish streams” were not so classified, either because of non-
identification on the plans, because of poor fish assessments or because of invalid
classifications, indicates that  there may be a significant number of streams in this province
that are not getting even the limited protection provided for by the Code.

FINDING 5: 40% of the streams reviewed in the field were not properly
classified;

82% of these misclassifications related to “fish streams”
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FINDING 6: 16 of the 18 cutblocks our investigators field-checked (83%)
contained at least one misclassified or unidentified stream.

Port
Alber

ni

Queen
Charlott

e

Total

Total Number of Fish Stream Reaches 18 24 42
Number of stream reaches classified by licensee as ‘fish streams’
on plans

9 9 18

Number of ‘fish stream’ reaches originally classified as non-fish
streams

9 15 24

Percentage of ‘fish streams’ properly classified as fish streams
on plans

50% 37.5% 43%

Number of ‘fish stream’ reaches properly classified 3 6 9
Number of ‘fish stream’ reaches not properly classified or
identified

15 18 33

Table 6:  Improperly Classified ‘Fish Streams’

FINDING 7: Only 43% of “fish streams” as defined by the Code  were
correctly classified as fish streams on plans; 57% of all “fish streams”
found in the field
were misclassified as non-fish streams or were not identified.

The Law: What Kind Of Protection Do Streams Get?

The following table illustrates the streamside protection measures that are legally required
by the Forest Practices Code. The higher a stream is classified in the S1 through S6 system,
the larger the minimum protection it receives. (see Table 7)

As the table demonstrates, the presence or absence of fish in a stream has a dramatic
impact on the type and the widths of the protective buffers the stream receives. Thus,
determining if a watercourse is a fish stream is a very important exercise under the Code.
Ultimately, the determination of the presence or absence of fish will resolve how close to a
stream a company can legally log.

Fish Streams:

Since the Code came into effect, the majority of streamside protection comes from the two
types of protective buffer zones: Reserve Zones and Management Zones.

1. The first type of protective zone, Reserve Zones (RRZs), are buffer zones located
immediately adjacent to all fish-bearing streams larger than 1.5 metres wide:  S1, S2
and S3 streams.  No clearcutting is permitted in Reserve Zones and logging of any type
is restricted to very special circumstances.

2. The second type of protective zones are Management Zones (RMZs), which are required
around all streams. These protective buffers are located immediately adjacent to S4, S5
and S6 streams.  Around S1, S2 and S3 streams, the protective buffer extends from the
outer edge of the Reserve Zone.  Some logging is allowed in RMZs, although this
logging is supposed to be done in a manner to protect the adjacent RRZ (if there is one),
or the nearby stream if there is no Reserve Zone. Some logging is allowed in RMZs,
although this logging is supposed to be done in a manner to protect the adjacent RRZ
(if there is one), or the nearby stream if there is no Reserve Zone.
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To put Reserve and Management Zones into context, it is useful to take a look at the
mandatory buffers required around streams just across the border on the majority of
public forest land in Washington State.  Under the U.S. Forest Service Rules, all fish-
bearing streams get a minimum 92 metre (300 foot) no-logging buffer (Reserve Zone). Non-
fish-bearing perennial streams get a minimum 46 metre (150 foot) buffer, while intermittent
streams receive approximately 30 metres. These buffers can only be reduced if a watershed
assessment is completed that recommends a decrease in buffer size.

Riparian
Class

Average
Channel Width

(m)

Reserve Zone
Width (m)

Management
Zone Width

(m)
S 1  large rivers 100 0 100
S 1  not large

rivers
>20 50 20

S2 >5 ≤ 20 30 20
S3 1.5 ≤ 5 20 20
S4 <1.5 0 30
S5 >3 0 30
S6 3 0 20

Table 7. Minimum Legal Widths of Reserve Zones and Management Zones

Source:  Forest Practices Code            Riparian          Management         Area         Guidebook    , December 1995

What is most astonishing is that the U.S. standards offer better mandatory protection for

their non-fish-bearing streams than the Code offers  for BC’s best salmon streams . Here in
B.C., the 50 metre Reserve Zones around the largest, most productive, fish-bearing streams
(S1 streams) offer only 54% the protectiongiven to fish streams of any kind in the U.S. In
addition, the smallest fish-bearing streams in B.C. (S4 streams) receive almost a football
field (92 metres) less in no-logging buffers than is required in Washington State. Moreover,
in B.C., streams with no fish can be logged up to the banks because they receive no
mandatory buffer (See data in Table 7), while inWashington similar streams receive either
30 or 46 metre no-logging buffers.

The Reality: Inadequate Buffer Zones In The Plans

The widths described above for Reserve and Management Zones represent only minimum
legal requirements. Logging companies do have the discretion to propose larger protective
areas when they are deemed necessary. District Managers also have discretion to require
larger buffers.  However, during the course of our audit, we seldom came across prescribed
Reserve Zones in cases where they were not legally required. In other words, discretion was
seldom exercised to require more than the minimum legal requirements. In the vast
majority of situations, District Managers and logging companies used their discretion to
require only the bare legal minimum protection, and often times, even less. In fact, our

research shows that: Will!

FINDING 8: Only 1% of streams in our audit received more than the
minimum size buffer zone required by the Code .

The Law: What Kind Of Logging Can Happen In Each Of The Two
Protective Zones?
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Of the two zones described in the Code, Reserve Zones provide better protection for
streams because they are mandatory no-harvest zones  The protection provided by Reserve
Zones comes from limiting the types of activities a logging company can conduct within the
zone. For example, clearcutting in the Reserve Zone is explicitly prohibited. Single tree or
group selection logging can occur within the zone, but only in very special circumstances,
such as to recover damaged or dangerous trees22.  In order to curb the authority of the
Ministry of Forests, and possibly to prevent abuse, logging in the majority of these special
situations also requires the approval of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 23. .
Unfortunately, as Table 7 shows, Reserve Zones are only required around larger fish
streams.

Alternately, as Table 7 also shows, Management Zones are required around all streams.
Since these zones comprise the majority of protective stream buffers, logically some
limitations must exist on activities within Management Zones in order to reduce the impact
of logging on streams.  Unfortunately, this is not the case. There are virtually no limitations
whatsoever on logging in Management Zones under the Code.  Instead, the treatment of
Management Zones is left entirely up to the discretion of the logging company and the
District Manager.

Since there are no legal limitations in the Code on logging within Management Zones, they
can be clearcut if a logging company proposes to do so in its plans and the District Manager
approves it. Although logging companies are only supposed to propose logging of any kind
within Management Zones if they can ensure that sufficient trees remain to protect the
Reserve Zone 24 or to protect stream bank stability and water temperature if there is no
Reserve Zone , this requirement is not being enforced and regulations do not even prohibit
clearcutting in these areas

Although not legally enforceable, the       Riparian              Management             Area             Guidebook      (the
“Guidebook”) does provide some recommendations about how discretion should be
exercised in the Management Zones. The Guidebook describes the best management
practices in a variety of situations, for example:

▼ The recommended best management practice for Management Zones around S4
streams on the coast is to retain a sufficient number of streamside trees to maintain
stream bank stability, to maintain wildlife trees, and to protect fish habitat. To achieve
these objectives, it is recommended that all windfirm trees with roots embedded in
banks be retained along with 50% of the trees within 10 metres of the bank.

▼ The best management practices for S5 and S6 streams are similar to those for an S4
stream, except the management strategy for the zone is supposed to be designed to
protect      all    downstream values, not just fish values. Also, retaining trees in sufficient
numbers to provide shade over streams is recommended for both S5 and S6 streams.

▼ For valley bottom S5 streams, high retention rates are recommended to allow for
important wildlife travel corridors.

Ensuring the continued existence of wildlife trees (standing dead or live trees with
characteristics important for wildlife habitat) is also important in the Management Zones of
all classes of streams. The Guidebook indicates that wildlife trees should be distributed
across the logged area, but especially in streamside habitats. Given their importance to
wildlife, cutblocks are supposed to be designed to leave wildlife trees, unless they pose a
hazard to forest workers 25.  Unfortunately, as the following data and our field work
confirms, logging companies are not following these recommendations, and instead opt for
clearcutting most streams up to both banks.
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Clearcutting of Management Zones is damaging because it denudes riparian areas of all its
ecological benefits. Clearcutting riparian areas destroys habitat and travel corridors for the
many diverse species which live in riparian areas.  Clearcutting also fractures the many
linkages between aquatic and terrestrial environments, and between alpine and marine
environments.  With the riparian trees removed, a stream is much more exposed to winds,
which have a drying effect on the stream.  Conversely, during heavy rains, clearcut riparian
areas are less able to absorb and filter run-off water and no longer prevent sharp increases
in stream velocity.  These factors accelerate erosion of the banks,leading to siltation and too
much debris in the streams.  This siltation and debris, as well as an increase in stream
temperature resulting from greater exposure to direct sunlight, is hazardous to fish species
both in the immediate parts of the stream and the downstream areas.  To avoid these
negative ecological consequences, riparian areas require much greater protection from
logging and an absolute prohibition of clearcutting.

Bear in mind that S4, S5 and S6 streams receive only Management Zones as protection,
therefore, when a logging company uses its discretion to clearcut these zones, it means that
there will be logging right up to the banks of the stream.Clearcutting the Management
Zones around streams that also receive Reserve Zones (S1 through S3 streams) can also
lead to damage.  As mentioned above, Management Zones around these streams should be
“designed primarily to protect the Reserve Zone.26 ”Clearcutting a Management Zone
exposes the adjacent Reserve Zone to damage caused by the wind 27 (photo 8, page 20).

The Reality: Management Zone Mistreatment (How Companies Used Their
Discretion)

Practices within the Management Zone are discretionary. This means that companies can
propose any treatment ranging from 100% clearcut to 100% retention. We examined the
forestry practices in these Management Zones to determine how companies were exercising
their discretionary powers under the Code.  

Logging
Method

Port
McNeil

l

North
Coast

Port
Alberni

QCI Total Total
without
Reserve
Zones

Clearcut 189
(95%)

414
(83%)

156
(68%)

138
(89%)

897
(83%)

870
(86%)

Modified
Clearcut

1
(0.5%)

25
(5%)

4
(2%)

0
 (0%)

28
 (2%)

27
(3%)

Partial Cut 9
(4%)

43
(9%)

63
(27%)

12
(8%)

127
(12%)

91
(9%)

No Harvest 1
(0.5%)

20
(4%)

8
(3%)

5
(3%)

34
(3%)

26
(2%)

Clearcut &
Modified*

190
(95%)

437
(87%)

160
(69%)

138
(89%)

925
(85%)

897
(88%)

Totals 200
(100%)

500
(100%)

231
(100%)

155
(100%)

1086
(100%)

1014
(100%)

Table 8:  Logging Practices in Management Zones As Determined In Plans

Table 8  lists the forestry practices within the Management Zones of all the 1,086 streams in
our audit. This table includes the treatments prescribed for Management Zones for the 72
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streams within our study that had Reserve Zones. The four categories used for this analysis
were:  clearcut, no harvest, partial  (retention of some full grown trees), and modified
clearcut (retention of only saplings). The last column shows Management Zone treatments
only for the remaining 1,014 streams without Reserve Zones — in other words, streams
which receive no other protection.

As the category  “Clearcut and Modified” in the preceding table illustrates, the companies
used their discretion to effectively clearcut (85% (925/1,086) of these Management Zones (see
also Chart 1, Appendix I). Twenty-eight of these streams were S1, S2 and S3, which
required mandatory Reserve Zones, but their Management Zones were effectively clearcut
(only 8 of 72 streams requiring Reserve Zones had their adjacent Management Zones left
fully intact, the remaining 46 had partial protection).        These         statistics           mean        that         the       logging
companies         proposed,         and          were         given       lawful         authority         by        the           Ministry         of         Forests,        to          actually
clearcut        to         the         banks          897        streams     (the same number can be obtained by adding the 870
clearcut and 27 modified clearcut in the last column). This statistic constitutes 88% of the
small fish streams and all non-fish feeder streams;  and it is 83% of all streams considered
in our sample.

Broken down for the various Districts, we found that the percentage of all streams where
clearcutting was authorized to the banks of the stream was as follows:

91% in Port McNeill Forest District

87% in Queen Charlotte Forest District

85% in North Coast Forest District

68% in Port Alberni Forest District

Considering that our sample size likely represents less than 4% of the annual logging in
B.C., and given that our findings suggest that as much as 80% of all stream reaches logged
each year in the Province of British Columbia are being authorized for clearcutting, then
the scale of destruction may likely impact many thousands of streams each year.

The major damage is to the smaller fish streams and the non-fish-bearing streams. Since
many of these streams are located in the valley headwaters, the effects caused by cumulative
erosion and siltation will continue for many years. These findings also clearly indicate that
government and logging companies are ignoring their legal responsibility to leave sufficient
trees around S4 to S6 streams in order to ensure protection of stream banks and
temperature that are vital to fish.  28

In general, we found that the limited number of larger streams actually classified as S1-S3
were properly given Reserve Zones. This may not be surprising, as this is the one part of
the riparian zone protection that requires Ministry of Environment approval. Where
Ministry of Environment oversight is required, it appears that discretion has generally been
more carefully exercised.

However, for fish streams which did not require MOE approval — the S4’s — the findings
were quite different. Our sample included 42 fish-bearing streams identified as S4.  Of
these, 19 had their Management Zones clearcut and 14 had only retention of saplings -
meaning that 79% of these fish-bearing creeks were effectively clearcut to their banks. This
is not much different than our findings for the non-fish streams. It is worth noting that
none of these creeks were given a no-harvest buffer zone.

The treatment for the Management Zone portions of the larger S1-S3 streams (which is
discretionary and does not require MOE approval) was better, but still poor. Only eight
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(11%) had full Management Zone protection; 28 (39%) were completely clearcut. This
harvesting of Management Zones around high value fish streams leaves the adjacent
Reserve Zones vulnerable to blow-down and can also be seen as an abuse of the
discretionary aspects of the Code.

Finally, our finding that 85% of Management Zones are approved for clearcutting
illustrates that when given a choice between logging and protecting a stream, the companies
and the Ministry of Forests choose logging. Our data certainly suggests that companies
have been abusing the flexibility granted under the Code within the Management Zones,
and raises the question of whether District Managers can be trusted to use their discretion
wisely  to protect stream from the impacts of logging.

Finding 9: 83% of all streams analyzed in our audit were authorized for
clearcutting to both banks.

Finding 10: 79% of the S4 fish streams analyzed in our audit were
authorized for clearcutting to both banks.

Finding 11: For 85% of the Management Zones analyzed in our audit,
District Managers used their discretion to authorize for
clearcutting.

The Reality: Stream Destruction In The Field

In the Port Alberni Forest District, of 49 streams that our investigators found and field-
checked, 77% (38) were clearcut to the banks. Only 4% were given adequate Reserve Zones
which met the minimum widths required by the Code, but even for those, the portions of
the Management Zones of these two streams which lay within the block boundary had been
clearcut. In other words, the company provided the minimum mandatory protection, but
chose to clearcut all of those buffer zones around streams where they had discretion to do
so.

On the remaining nine streams that our investigators field-checked, some trees within
Management Zones were left standing.  However, the 1 to 15 metre partially logged buffers
were much narrower than the minimum 20 to 30 metres specified in the Code. In other
words, around every stream we field-checked the discretion allowed under the Code was
used to provide Management Zones that were less than the minimums required by the
Code (see table one, page ??

In the Queen Charlotte Forest District our investigators had similar findings. Of the 52
streams that we examined in the field, five 10% were given Reserve Zones.  However, only
three of these five Reserve Zones met the Code minimum width requirements. The other
two Reserve Zones were narrower than the  Code required (two of the five streams had been
misclassified and therefore the Reserve Zone left was too small).  On all but one of these
streams the portions of the Management Zones that lay within the block boundary had
been clearcut.

On the other 47 streams without Reserve Zones that our investigators field-checked, 90%
(44) were clearcut to the banks.  Trees within Management Zones were left standing
adjacent to only three streams.  However, the  5 to 15 metre partially-logged buffers
provided were much narrower than the 20 to 30 metre widths required by the Code.  
Overall, buffers with trees left standing were provided for only eight 15% of a total of 52
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streams we field-checked in the Queen Charlotte Island Forest District.  Of these buffers
only two complied with the Code minimum width requirements, while all the rest had less
than the Code’s minimum requirements.

Port
Alberni

Queen
Charlotte

Total

Clearcut (no Reserve Zone, no
Management Zone)

38 44 82

Partial Cut (Management Zone
<20m)

9 3 12

Complete Management Zone 0 0 0

Inadequate Reserve Zone 0 2 2

Reserve Zone Only
(Management Zone clearcut)

2 2 4

Reserve Zone
with Management Zone

0 1 1

Total 49 52 101

Table 9:  Logging in riparian areas as determined by field inspection

In total, 81% (82 of 101) of the streams we field-checked in these two districts were clearcut
up to both banks.        Only         one         block         had         the        full          Code                 riparian         protection         of          a          Reserve         Zone
and          a           Management         Zone    . This, unfortunately, seems to be the reality of Forest Practices
Code application in the field. This illustrates once again that companies have consistently
chosen to use flexibility and discretion to ignore the intent of the Code. These abuses of
discretionary power are not in keeping with the “World Class” logging practices lauded in
the press .

Finding 12: 82 % of the streams field-checked had been clearcut to both
banks (and felled and yarded across).

Finding 13: Only one block in the field out of 101 (1%) actually had the
full Code  riparian protection of a Reserve Zone and a
Management Zone.

The Law: Falling And Yarding Across Streams.

When logging is approved next to S4, S5, and S6 streams (i.e. in the Management Zones),
“falling and yarding away” is recommended as the best management practice. “Falling”
refers to the direction trees should be cut down. Therefore, “falling away” means cutting
trees so they drop away from or parallel to a stream while “falling across” means trees can
be cut down so as to fall directly across the stream.  

“Yarding” is the term used for hauling logs from the place where they are cut down to the
place where they are loaded to be removed from the area. Therefore, “yarding away” refers
to hauling fallen trees away from the stream so they do not damage the channel banks and
surrounding vegetation that stabilizes the soil around streams.  In contrast, “yarding
across” means that the fallen trees can be hauled directly through or across the stream.  

Unfortunately, the Code leaves the yarding and falling strategy to the discretion of the
companies and the District Manager.  According to the       Riparian             Management            Area
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Guidebook     ’s best management practices, cross-stream falling and yarding are supposed to
the exception and not the rule.

The Guidebook, which provides the guidelines for activities around streams, allows for
cross-stream yarding only in special circumstances, such as when a stream is not dependent
on streamside trees or vegetation for the stability of its banks. Unfortunately, the data our
investigators we gathered confirms that the Guidebook’s best management practices are
not being implemented and logging companies are not using their discretion to protect
streams from the impacts of falling and yarding.

The Reality: Devastation Of Streams—The Paper Audit Of Falling And Yarding
Activities.

Our review determined that cross-stream falling and yarding is the rule rather than the
exception for the majority of logged streams in the province. Cross-stream yarding is one of
the most destructive activities associated with logging because it leads to stream bank
destabilization and the introduction of debris into streams. The following tables separate
the  falling and yarding practices which we encountered in our field audits into four types:  

▼ “falling and yarding away” [Away];

▼ “falling and yarding across” [Across] (expressly permitted in a surprising number of
logging plans);

▼ “fall and yard away where possible” [Where possible] (our field study determined that
this requirement is in practical terms equivalent to “falling and yarding across.”)

▼ no mention of this important protection [None] (a large number of prescriptions make
no mention whatever of falling and yarding requirements.)

We have created separate tables for ‘falling’ and ‘yarding’ as some plans treat them
separately.

These statistics on cross-stream falling and yarding foreshadow monumental damage to
downstream fish habitat in the years to come.  Given the destructive impact of cross-stream
yarding, the fact that it is permitted on the majority of the streams in our study (36%
“Across” and 17% away “Where possible”) raises serious concerns about the future of our
streams.  The similar findings for falling does nothing to lessen this concern. Since it often
takes time for the stream banks to become destabilized, the problems associated with these
cross-stream falling and yarding practices will inevitably continue to grow .

Despite the Code requirement that a logging plan identify the falling and yarding strategy
to be used around each stream, logging companies did not describe a yarding strategy on
40% of the  cutblocks we reviewed in the field and 31% of the 1086 streams in our paper
audit. Most troublesome is the fact that falling and yarding through streams has been
expressly prohibited on only 12% of the streams we reviewed  (Chart 2, Appendix I).   The
following statistics further illustrate the degree of the problem:

▼ In Haida Gwaii (the Queen Charlotte Islands), cross-stream yarding was prohibited on
only 5% of the streams.

▼ In Port McNeill the situation was very similar: cross-stream falling and yarding was
specifically prohibited on only 5% of the streams.

▼ The statistics from the North Coast Forest District are only slightly better.  Cross-
stream falling was prohibited on 10% of the streams audited, while cross-stream
yarding was expressly prohibited on only 9%.
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▼ In the Port Alberni Forest District cross-stream falling was prohibited on 35% of  the
streams, while cross-stream yarding was prohibited on only 30%.  These figures are
significantly better than in the other districts, but they are still unacceptably weak.

North
Coast

Port
Alberni

Port
McNeill

QCI Totals

Away 52 (10%) 82 (35%) 10 (5%) 11 (7%) 155 (14%)

Across 165 (33%) 104 (45%) 4 (2%) 71 (46%) 344 (32%)

Where possible 90 (18%) 37 (16%) 111 (56%) 59 (38%) 297 (27%)

n/a 14 (3%) 5 (2%) 4 (2%) 3 (2%) 26 (2%)

None 179 (36%) 3 (1%) 71 (36%) 11 (7%) 264 (24%)

Totals 500
(100%)

231
(100%)

200
(100%)

155
(100%)

1086
(100%)

Table 10: Riparian Falling Strategy  - Paper Audit Results

North
Coast

Port
Alberni

Port
McNeill

QCI Totals

Away 44 (9%) 70 (30%) 10 (5%) 7 (5%) 131 (12%)

Across 211 (42%) 102 (44%) 4 (2%) 78 (50%) 395 (36%)

Where possible 90 (18%) 20 (9%) 23 (12%) 51 (33%) 184 (17%)

n/a 14 (3%) 6 (3%) 4 (2%) 4 (3%) 28 (3%)

None 141 (28%) 23 (10%) 159 (80%) 15 (10%) 338 (31%)

Helicopter 0 (0%) 10 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 10 (1%)

Totals 500
(100%)

231
(100%)

200
(100%)

155
(100%)

1086
(100%)

Table 11: Riparian Yarding Strategy - Paper Audit Results

Finding 14: Falling and yarding through streams was expressly prohibited for only 12% of
the streams in our audit.

The Reality: Devastation Of Streams —The Field Review Of Falling And Yarding
Activities

In our field reviews, our investigators documented that 82% of the streams examined in the
Port Alberni and Queen Charlotte Forest Districts had been felled and yarded across
stream channels.  In fact, it appears that if clearcutting was the prescribed treatment for the
Management Zone, then  “falling and yarding across” was the normal practice for falling
and yarding. This means that only 18% of the field-checked streams were protected from
falling and yarding across.  Our paper audit (see Tables 10 and 11, previous page)
produced similar results in that for only 24% of the streams audited was yarding across
prohibited.

Finding 15: 82% of the streams examined had been felled and yarded
across.
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The strategies proposed for falling and yarding are left to the discretion of the logging
company and the District Manager.  The fact that falling and yarding away from the
stream channel is only being expressly required on a small percentage of streams confirms
once again the problem of leaving the protection of our streams up to the discretion of
logging companies. These companies and the Ministry of Forests appear to be incapable of
managing these important riparian areas sensitively.

The Reality:  Substandard Information In Plans.

As the previous sections of this report explain, logging companies have a variety of
mandatory and discretionary responsibilities to fulfill before they can begin logging around
streams. Their primary obligation is to prepare their plans accurately and comprehensively.
In doing so, their plans must describe certain types of basic information about streams and
the measures that companies will undertake to protect them.

Unfortunately, even this basic information was not available in many of the plans we
reviewed. Our audit covered cutblock level plans 29 for 158 cutblocks containing 1,086
streams.  In these plans, companies failed to provide all the information the Code now
requires for 44% (478) of these streams.  Included in this number are streams which:  (1)
were not properly identified in the plans; (2) were not classified at all or were classified
under an old classification scheme; (3) did not designate Reserve Zones and Management
Zones (or had Zones that failed to meet minimum requirements); and (4) were streams for
which no falling and yarding strategy was indicated in the plan (see sample logging plans,
Appendix V and VI).

This general lack of information is startling, given that it is a mandatory legal requirement
that this information be included in cutblock-level plans.  In addition to making it
extremely difficult for the public to evaluate logging companies’ activities around streams,
the failure to provide this information highlights the logging companies’ poor effort in
implementing the spirit of the Code’s stream protection provisions. It is significant that
Registered Professional Foresters certified that every one of these deficient plans complied
with the Code.  This evidence also shows that the Ministry of Forests is approving a
significant number of plans that do not even provide basic information about streams.

Finding 16: 44% of the streams in our audit did not have all the information
in their plans that is required by the Code.

CASES         STUDIES:   

Our case study examines Cutblock 7699 (Cutting Permit 305) of MacMillan Bloedel’s Tree
Farm Licence 44 in the Port Alberni Forest District.  As the logging plan for this block was
approved on January 29, 1996, the logging of Cutblock 7699 had to be in full compliance
with the Forest Practices Code.

Situated by the Klanawa River on the west coast of Vancouver Island, this area had been
comprised predominantly of giant old growth Cedar, Spruce and Hemlock, with a healthy
understory of Hemlock and Balsam.  One major stream, described by MacMillan Bloedel as
a “Class A” stream, flows through the middle of the cutblock, effectively dividing it into two
discrete areas.

No fish inventory information was provided for any of the streams on Block 7699.  The
streams all appear to have been classified solely on the basis of gradient and/or proximity to
fish-bearing waters.  On January 10th and 21st, 1997, SLDF investigators visited the
cutblock and found disturbing evidence that not only had MacMillan Bloedel improperly
classified several fish streams on the block as non-fish streams, but they had also missed
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two streams altogether.  These missed streams also should have been classified as fish
streams.

Out of the  eight streams on the block, only the “Class A” stream (which should have been
designated an S1 stream) was afforded any protection at all: a 5 metre buffer.  This buffer is
dramatically smaller than the 50 metre Reserve Zone required by the Code, and is so
narrow that it will be prone to blowdown.  What is even more astonishing is that all seven
of the other streams on the cutblock were clearcut to both banks.

Our investigators discovered a giant Cedar stump, 15 metres in circumference, directly
adjacent to one of the unidentified fish streams.  Had this stream been identified, properly
classified, and accorded the proper riparian protection, MacMillan Bloedel would not have
had access to this tree, the value of which is an estimated $40,000 - $50,000.

CONCLUSION    
This citizen’s audit of forestry management and streams illustrates the urgent need for
better mandatory riparian protection.  It comes at an important time when not only is the
provincial government considering “streamlining” the Code, but industry is also lobbying
for greater discretion and responsibility in managing our forests.

83% of all streams in 1996 cutblocks have been clearcut to the banks.  This fact illustrates
that companies are doing a poor job of stream protection. Whether on fish-bearing streams
or not, this destruction of riparian areas is extremely harmful not only to fish populations
but also to the wildlife, soils, and biodiversity which together keep a forest healthy.
Moreover, this ongoing destruction of vital streams and fish habitat squanders a large
portion of the natural “capital” of the province’s economy - a folly which will cost us dearly
in terms of long-term job loss and community stability.

The responsibility for this destruction lies on a number of levels.  The Code itself bears
some responsibility, as it requires Reserve Zones which are too small (approximately half
the U.S. federal standards).  Logging companies also bear significant responsibility for
failing to plan correctly and for often failing to implement their plans.  These same
companies are also responsible for not identifying all streams on their plans and for
misclassifying streams, many of which are actually fish streams.  In addition, these
companies are abusing their discretion both by falling and yarding across streams and by
clearcutting Management Zones. Because of their role as guardians for our public forests,
including important riparian areas, the Ministry of Forests also bears responsibility for
consistently approving plans where provided information is below the legal standards set
out in the Code. Finally, our government is responsible for not seeing to proper
enforcement of the Code and for considering amendments which will further reduce the
effectiveness of this legislation.

Five years ago, the “Tripp Reports,” revealed the devastating effects of logging on streams
and fish habitat. Tripp also found that government regulatory agencies often failed to
conduct adequate on-site inspections both before and during logging activities. After these
reports were released, the public demanded strong laws to halt the destruction of streams,
which years of unenforceable “guidelines” had failed to prevent.  The Forest Practices Code
was brought into effect to satisfy these demands.  However, as this report documents, the
same problems exist today as five years ago:  the forests continue to be mismanaged;
streams continue to be consistently misclassified; buffer zones along stream banks continue
to be clearcut at alarming rates; and logging companies still are in control of what happens
to our streams.  
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What can we do to remedy these problems?  Minor changes to the Code will not suffice.
Instead, the forest industry’s role in safeguarding our streams must be reduced.  Discretion
must be eliminated.  The falling and yarding across streams must be prohibited.  All
streams, fish-bearing or not, must receive a mandatory no-logging Reserve Zone.  These
zones need to be expanded in size to bring them in line with the buffers required by the U.S.
Forest Service on public land in Washington State.  Logging must be significantly reduced
in Management Zones.  Logging companies must be prohibited from performing in-house
stream assessments and classifying streams.  Moreover, mandatory protection for all
riparian areas must be established on a watershed-level basis.  Stream classification must
move from a stream-by-stream method to an ecosystem-based approach.  A citizen’s right
of appeal must be added to the Code in order to give the public the right to hold logging
companies who violate the law directly responsible for their actions.  If these changes are
not made soon, the destruction of our streams will accelerate.  What is required now is the
political will to introduce these changes and to ensure the protection of our streams becomes
a reality and not just a public relations exercise.
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Appendix I

1996 STREAM-SIDE FOREST PRACTICES

FROM A STUDY OF 1086 STREAMS IN FOUR BC FOREST DISTRICTS
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Appendix II

The Legal Procedure for Protecting Streams

As is described in earlier sections of this report, the primary responsibility for preparing
plans and protecting streams rests with the logging company proposing to log or build
roads in an area. The approval of a company’s plans and permits to log on Crown land
rests with the B.C. Ministry of Forests.30 The Ministry of Forests official with the power to
accept or reject operational plans submitted by logging companies is called the District
Manager.

Unfortunately, the Code provides District Managers with broad discretionary powers in
setting the terms and conditions under which logging companies may operate in and
around streams, be they fish-bearing or not. For example, section 73(1) of the Operational
Planning Regulation31 specifies the minimum Reserve Zone and Management Zone widths
to be left along streams of various classes, while section 73(3) allows the District Manager to
vary these widths at his/her discretion. Additionally, section 8(1) of the Timber Harvesting
Practices Regulation32 states that a company “       must         not     yard or skid timber through or over
any stream or fisheries-sensitive zone      unless     yarding or skidding is authorized in a logging
plan.”  This discretion makes it very difficult to hold logging companies accountable for
damaging fish habitat because their logging activities are often in effect condoned under the
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District Manager’s discretion. Furthermore, it is extremely difficult to hold a District
Manager, who approved a plan, accountable because the penalty provisions of the Code do
not apply to government (s. 1(5) of the Code).

The Code does provide for criminal penalties (fines of up to $1,000,000 or three years
imprisonment) for a company that damages the environment (s. 45(1) of the Code).
However, in the 20 months since the Code  became law, not one criminal charge has been
laid. In addition, the Code contains a loophole which severely limits the use of this section:
there is no contravention of s.45 if the logging company is acting in accordance with an
operational plan or permit issued under the Code or its regulations.  In other words, if the
company follows their approved plan, they cannot be charged under this section. This
places a premium on ensuring that approved logging plans identify all the streams that
exist on the ground, that these streams are classified correctly, and that they have been
assigned adequate buffer zones so there are legal protections in place for the streams.

Outside of the Code, another legal tool for the protection of streams and fish habitat in B.C.
is the federal Fisheries Act (the “Act”).33  Section 26(1) of the Act prevents the obstruction of
streams and rivers by bridges, waste from logging road building or log jams caused by
inadequate logging cleanup.  Two other sections of the Act which can apply to streams are
sections 35(1) and 36(3).  Respectively, they are supposed to prevent the “harmful
alteration” of fish habitat and the depositing of “deleterious substances” in waters
“frequented by fish.”  Both of these sections can be used to prohibit the following: falling
and yarding across streams, driving equipment through streams, stream sedimentation
related to roads, landslides resulting from logging activities, and the discharge of polluting
substances such as oil and grease into streams.

Again, the problem with enforcing this Act is that the government is responsible for any
prosecutions.  So if any of these activities are permitted in forestry plans that the Ministry
of Forests has approved, then it is highly unlikely that the government will prosecute the
company.

Appendix III

History of Stream Protection in British Columbia

Prior to the implementation of the Code, the standard of the day for streamside protection
in the coastal areas of the province was the B.C. Coastal Fisheries/Forestry Guidelines (the
“Guidelines”).34 These guidelines were implemented in 1988 in response to public pressure
for greater protection of fish-bearing streams to limit the damage caused by logging.

The Guidelines offered little in the way of protection for streams (they were “guidelines”
after all, not legislated rules). However, in the spirit of stream protection, the Guidelines
called for buffer zones adjacent to streams that supported commercial or sport fish species
(Class A streams).  The suggested guidelines varied according to the width of the stream.
The minimum buffer zone width was ten metres and the maximum was 30 metres.

Streams that contained fish which did not contribute to a commercial or sport fishery (Class
B streams) did not receive any protection unless they flowed into streams that supported
commercial or sport fish species. If they flowed into such streams, they were supposed to
receive the minimum size buffer zone.

In early 1991, three years after the introduction of the Guidelines, the B.C. Ministry of the
Environment retained a private consulting firm, D. Tripp Biological Consultants Ltd. of
Nanaimo B.C. (“Tripp”), to evaluate logging operations on Vancouver Island to determine
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the degree of compliance with the Guidelines. Twenty-one randomly selected cutblocks were
audited, all of which had been logged after 1988.

Tripp found that, for the most part, logging companies were not complying with the
Guidelines35. Tripp reported that there had been at least one major or moderate impact to
fish habitat on every single cutblock examined.  This finding was especially alarming given
that over the previous five years more than 6,000 cutblocks had been logged along the B.C.
coast.

Tripp reported that half of the negative impacts were to fish streams (Class A and B
streams). In all, Tripp found that 34 (64.2%) of the 53 streams examined had been damaged
by negligent logging practices. Damage included streams filled in with gravel, collapsed and
eroded stream banks, and streams filled with logging debris. It was further determined that
all of the observed impacts could have been avoided if the Coastal Fisheries/Forestry
Guidelines had been followed.

Tripp indicated that habitat destruction was caused by:

▼ poor gully management;

▼ inadequate drainage control on logging roads;

▼ failure to provide a leave strip of trees along stream banks;

▼ misclassification of streams; and

▼ in over 25% of the streams surveyed, failure to even classify streams at all.

Significantly, Tripp makes it quite clear that the government regulatory agencies were in
many ways responsible for these negligent logging practices in that they often failed to
invoke pre-harvest silvilculture prescriptions that were specific and enforceable. Tripp also
found that government regulatory agencies often failed to conduct adequate on-site
inspections both before and during logging activities.

Tripp reported similar results following subsequent, comparable studies of logging impacts
in five other Forest Districts around the province. In three follow-up reports, Tripp
reported varying degrees of compliance with the Guidelines.36  In the North Coast, Kalum
and Sunshine Coast Forest Districts, for example, Tripp found that half to two-thirds of
the stream reaches with fisheries concerns showed a major or moderate impact of some type
caused by failure to follow the Guidelines.37

Following the release of the original Tripp Report, the B.C. Ministry of Forests completed
their own independent audits of 10% of these cutblocks.38   They found that there was still a
low level of compliance with virtually all major aspects of the Guidelines.  Problem areas
included poor road construction and maintenance, which resulted in damage to fish
habitat, and failure to leave sufficient mature timber in streamside Management Zones to
protect stream banks around Class I and II streams.39  Importantly, their audit revealed
that both federal and provincial resource agencies had approved these inadequate logging
prescriptions that resulted in fish habitat damage.

As a result of this unfortunate history of stream degradation, during the development of
the Code, stream protection was one of the most controversial topics. The final legislated
widths for the various buffer zones were determined following extensive negotiation
between government, industry and public interest groups.40  At the negotiating table, the
non-governmental public interest sector opposed the establishment of the Management
Zones, citing the potential for abuse of District Managers’ discretionary powers to vary the
width of these zones. However, both government and industry assured the public interest
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sector that these zones (the RMZs) would be managed responsibly and that clearcutting
would not take place in these zones. Citing a need for flexibility when operating around
streams, government and industry fought for and won the Management Zone designations
with virtually complete discretion over control of how much cutting would be permitted in
them.

The issue of adequate buffer zones has also been jeopardized by the government’s
arbitrary decision regarding the Annual Allowable Cut (AAC).  Exacerbating the buffer
problem further is the fact that almost immediately following the implementation of the
Code on June 15, 1995, the B.C. government relaxed the promised guidelines for the best
RMZ management practices (i.e. cutting within the RMZ).  The reason for this relaxation
was to fulfill a government promise to the logging industry that implementing the Code
would only reduce the AAC by a maximum of 6%.  Despite this commitment to a mere 6%
AAC impact of the Code, when the Chief Forester completed the latest round of AAC
determinations in December of 1996, the AAC for the province had only been reduced by
0.4 %!  This statistic is astonishing when one temporarily forgets about all the other
influences on the AAC and considers that the Forest Practices Code all by itself was
supposed to result in a 6% impact.  The 0.4% statistic becomes even more disturbing when
one considers that many new parks have been created since the last round of AAC
determinations. These parks have reduced the forested land base and therefore there
should have been an even larger reduction in the AAC.

In conclusion, it is false to say that the Code has caused any significant reduction in the
AAC whatsoever, even though it was projected to reduce AAC by 6%.  Thus, relaxing the
guidelines for RMZ management practices to compensate for a 6% AAC reduction which
has not occurred demonstrates that the B.C. government has placed a far greater priority
on a high rate of cut rather than on effective stream protection.

APPENDIX IV

C      ASE      S                 TUDY                

(Field Review analysis prepared by John Werring, R.P.Bio)

Klanawa River: Block 7699 (NFM-7), CP 305, TFL 44

Status: Harvested, Summer 1996 by MacMillan Bloedel Limited

Field Reviewed: January 10 & 24, 1997

Stream Classes: S1, S3, S3, S3, S4, S4, S6, S6, S6

The Ministry of Forests approved the logging plan for this block on January 29, 1996 and
as such, was required to be in compliance with the Forest Practices Code Act.

The logging plan for Block 7699 specifically indicates only seven streams on, or adjacent to,
the block (Creeks 1 to 7 - see attached Plan map).  The licensee, MacMillan Bloedel (MB),
has classified all the streams according to the old stream classification system used in the
pre-Code Coastal Fisheries/Forestry Guidelines as either Class A (anadromous or resident
sport fish present) or Class C (no fish).  The streams have not been classified according to
the Code.  The logging plan further indicates that all of the streams within the opening are
Class C, with the exception of a Class A stream which divides the block into two separate
units.  Stream width is specified only for the Class A stream reach within the block (1.5 - 7
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metres wide).  The plan establishes a 10 metre Reserve Zone on this reach.  No Reserve
Zone or Management Zone widths are specified for any other of the streams in the opening.

No fish inventory information is provided for any of the streams on Block 7699.  The
streams all appear to have been classified solely on the basis of gradient and/or proximity to
fish-bearing waters.

Findings based on Field Review of Block 7699

Our field reviews of this block on January 10 & 24, 1997 revealed the following:

CREEK 1, which MB classified as Class C, should have been classified as an S4 stream.
The channel width of the portion of the stream located within the block was < 1.5 metres,
the gradient was <5%, and the stream flows to a wetland area below the block.  The
wetland lies within the floodplain of the Klanawa River.  Creek 1 should have been
afforded a 30 metre Management Zone; however, the stream was clearcut, and felled and
yarded across, below the road.

CREEK 2, which MB classified as Class C, should have been classified as an S3 stream
according to the Code definition of a fish stream.  The channel width of the portion of the
stream located within the cutblock varied between 2.5 and 4 metres, and the gradient
varied between 5% above the road and 1% below the road.  This stream is a tributary to
Creek 5, which the licensee classified as a Class A stream (frequented by anadromous
salmonids).  At the time of our survey, Creek 2 was flowing above the road and for a
distance of approximately 75 metres downstream of the road, where it entered a wetland.
The stream then exited the wetland and flowed until it reached a small spur road where it
temporarily went subsurface, then resurfaced approximately 25 metres downstream.  The
Code requires this stream to have been afforded a 20 metre Reserve Zone and a 20 metre
Management Zone.  However, with the exception of a 10 metre uncut Management Zone
around the wetland, MB clearcut the riparian trees to the banks in the area below the road.
They left a 5 metre Management Zone, most of which had already been blown down, was
left adjacent to the stream on the upstream side of the road.

CREEK 3 is a tributary to Creek 2 and joins Creek 2 above the road.  The portion of the
creek within the block should have been classified as an S4 stream because the gradient was
approximately 6-8%.  Channel width was <1.5 metres.

CREEK 4, which MB classified as Class C, should also have been classified as an S4 stream.
The channel width of the portion of the stream located within the block was <1.5 metres,
the gradient was <5%, and the stream was a direct tributary to Creek 5, a known fish
stream.  Creek 4 should have been afforded a 30 metre Management Zone.  However,
below the road, MB clearcut the Zone, and felled and yarded across the stream.

CREEK 5, which MB classified as Class A, should have been classified as an S1 stream
below road NF1200.  During our survey, the average wetted width of the portion of the
stream within the block, below road NF 1200, exceeded 20 metres and the gradient was <
3% (the licensee maintains in the logging plan that the channel width was only between 1.5
and 7 metres wide).  Strangely, there was no flow at all in the channel above road NF1200
or immediately below the road crossing.   However, within 10 metres of the road, the wetted
portion of the stream channel was 10 metres.  Average depth was approximately 0.3 metres.

This creek was fry-trapped41 on January 24, 1997, at distances of 50, 100, and 150 metres
upstream from its confluence with the Klanawa River.  The trap captured three Coho fry
(55mm, 62mm, and 72mm) located in a pool 50 metres upstream from the confluence.  The
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traps situated 100 metres and 150 metres upstream from the confluence were empty, which
was possibly due to the short duration of trapping or the fact that it was winter and fish
tend to be less active due to colder water temperatures.

The Code requires that an S1 stream be afforded a 50 metre Reserve Zone and a 20 metre
Management Zone.  However, Creek 5 was logged to within 5 metres of its banks
throughout most of the block. In places, the Reserve Zone was only one tree (<2 metres)
wide.  The licensee established a 10 metre Reserve Zone adjacent to this stream in the
logging plan, but this prescription was not followed in the field.  They cut the Reserve Zone.

CREEK 6, which MB classified as Class C, should have been classified as an S6 stream.
The channel width of the portion of the stream located within the block was <1.5 metres
and the gradient was <5%.  However, the stream went subsurface immediately below the
road crossing, and there was no defined channel below the road. It is unlikely that surface
water flows in this section of the stream except during extremely high flows.  The Code calls
for a 20 metre Management Zone on both sides of an S6 stream, but in this case, the portion
of the stream within the block was clearcut to both banks and felled and yarded across.

CREEK 7, which MB classified as Class C, should have been classified as an S6 stream.
The channel width of the portion of the stream located within the block was <1.5 metres
and the gradient was <5%.  However, this stream also went subsurface immediately below
the road crossing, making it unlikely that surface water flowed in this section of the stream
except during extremely high flows.  Again, the portion of the stream within the block was
clearcut to both banks and felled and yarded across.

In addition to the observed stream misclassifications described above, we also found two
low gradient stream/wetland complexes situated on the southeast corner of the block,
between road NF1200 and Creek 5 that were not mentioned anywhere in the logging plan,
either on the map or in the text (see map).  Both of these streams (for the purposes of this
report designated as Creeks 8 and 9) should have been readily identifiable, as they have
both defined banks and alluvial (albeit organic) sediments.  These streams should have
been classified as S3 streams based on channel width (3 - 7 metres), gradient (<1%), and the
fact that they flowed directly into a stream frequented by anadromous salmonids (Creek 5).
Accordingly, both streams should have been given a 20 metre Reserve Zone and a 20 metre
Management Zone.  However, MB clearcut both streams to the banks and felled and
yarded across them.  In addition, the stream channels were filled with logging debris.

CREEKS 8 AND 9 both originated as ground water seeps within the block in much the same
manner as the much larger Creek 5.  Creek 8 originates approximately 100 metres south
and east of road NF1200 near km 0.35, and flows in a westerly direction for a distance of
approximately 100 metres before crossing under the road through a 900 mm culvert near
km 0.46.  (At the time of our survey on January 24, 1997, the downstream end of the culvert
was completely buried by road sidecast material and logging debris; however, water still
managed to seep under the road.)  The creek then continues in a westerly direction for an
additional 100 metres before joining Creek 9 near the block boundary near FC15.  Creek 9
originates between road NF1200 and creek 5 near km. 0.25 and meanders in a
southwesterly direction towards FC15, passing through two small wetland areas ranging in
size from 0.005 to 0.1 ha.  It joins Creek 8 approximately 25 metres from the block
boundary near FC15 and flows directly into Creek 5.  The channel width at this point is
between 5 and 8 metres.  The average depth was approximately 0.5 metres on January 24,
1997.  There are no barriers preventing fish from entering either Creek 8 or Creek 9.
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CREEK 9 was fry-trapped42 at a distance of 50 and 150 metres from its confluence with
Creek 5.  The trap caught no fish, possibly due to the short duration of the trapping or the
fact that it was winter and fish tend to be less active due to colder water temperatures.

 APPENDIX V

-not shown in this version-

Example of inadequate planning documents.  Note that this single page is a “logging plan”
for 7 cutblocks logged in 1996.

From Timberwest TFL 47, Port McNeill Forest District.

APPENDIX VI

-not shown in this version-

Example of  a “Code Standard” logging plan.  Note that creek #1 appears on the cover of
this report.

From Macmillan-Bloedel TFL 44, cutblock 8677, approved after January 18, 1996.
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ENDNOTES

1The Code was designed to incorporate and build on many of the aspects of the earlier B.C.     Coastal
Fisheries/Forestry Guidelines    with the intention of improving them and making the new requirements legally
binding.
2Clayoquot Scientific Panel, p.33.
3Grant Snell, Salmon Marketing Board; Craig Orr, Steelhead Society, Feb. 14, 1997.
4Clayoquot Scientific Panel, p.xiii.
5Clayoquot Scientific Panel, p.175.
6Tripp, D., A. Nixon, and R. Dunlop    The Application and Effectiveness of the Coastal Fisheries/Forestry
Guidelines in Selected Cutblocks on Vancouver Island   , 1992.
7B.C. Ministry of Forests and B.C. Ministry of Environment 1995,    Riparian Management Area  Guidebook   ,
December 1995, p.1.
8There are 11 Forest Districts that oversee logging in coastal B.C.
9Section 33(3)(g) of the     Operational Planning Regulation   , B.C. Reg. 174/95.
10Ibid.
11Ibid.
12Sections 51(1) and (2) of the Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act, S.B.C. 1994, c.41 and section
1(6)(b) of the Operational Planning Regulation, B.C. Reg. 174/95.
13All streams located within a designated community watershed are treated the same as fish streams. The
following definition describes a “community watershed:” if people have a license under the Water Act to take
water out of a stream, such as for human consumption, then the entire drainage area above that point where
they take the water out of the stream is a community watershed.  However, the drainage area for the community
watershed cannot be more than 500 km square.  The other way that the Code establishes a community
watershed is by enabling a Regional Manager in the Ministry of Forests to designate an area as community
watershed.
14Ibid.
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15This classification includes all streams that have no fish and that are not located in a designated community
watershed.
16Habitat quality is not the primary factor in determining fish streams; fish-bearing status is not based on the
potential of the habitat to produce fish, but rather on whether fish use the stream at any time in their life cycle.
17The guidelines for conducting stream/fish inventories are contained in the Fish-stream Identification
Guidebook, July 1995.  These guidelines include regional recommendations for what season of the year, and
how many times a year inventories need to be conducted to determine fish presence. The guidelines also provide
recommendations for sampling methods.
18A stream with fish in it at “any time of the year” qualifies as a “fish stream” under the Code.
19Topography refers to the description of all the surface features of a region.
20In the Queen Charlotte Forest District, some of the consultants retained by the company went so far as to
classify streams, which were direct tributaries to major fish streams as non-fish streams simply by virtue of the
fact that short (10-20m.) sections of the stream below the block had a gradient of 20% or that there was a small
(1 m.) waterfall (measured during the summer low flow period). These short reaches and small falls were usually
determined by the consultant to be “fish migration barriers.”
21In both districts, some of the fish streams were also improperly classified because it was apparent that, in
some cases, the licensee appeared to be basing their estimate of stream channel width on the observed wetted
width of the stream during the summer low flow period.  This is an incorrect measure of channel width.  The
Code specifically indicates that channel width should be measured from top of the bank on both sides of the
stream.
22In Washington State, about 80% of the public forest land is managed by the U.S Forest Service under the
National Forest Management Act and the guidelines and standards pursuant to     Option 9-The Final Supplemental
Impact Statement on Management of Habitat for Late-      Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related Species
Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl  . In B.C., over 92% of the public forest land is managed by the
B.C. Ministry of Forests under the Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act, S.B.C. 1994, c.41.
Moreover, unlike Washington State, British Columbia does not have “no net loss” provisions for wetlands,
which means that important wetland habitat is being lost to development every day. Finally, the province has no
legislation protecting shorelines as does Washington State.
23Section 44 of the     Operational Planning Regulation    says logging in Reserve Zones can only take place where
the logging of selected trees or groups of trees is necessary: (1) to recover trees damaged by wind, disease, fire
or insects*, (2) for sanitation*, (3) to manage for recreation, (4) for managing fisheries and wildlife*, (5) for
reducing wind-throw by topping and pruning, (6) for full suspension yarding corridors, (7) for the removal of
danger trees, or (8) for other similar activities*.  An employee of the Ministry of Environment, lands and Parks
called the Designated Environment Official (DEO) must approve any logging based upon situations indicated
with an asterisk*.
24Section 44 of the     Operational Planning Regulation   , B.C. Reg. 174/95.
25Section 45 of the    Operational Planning Regulation   , B.C. Reg. 174/95.
26   Riparian Management Area Guidebook   , p.36.
27The Guidebook suggests a variety of techniques, such as shape design, for maintaining trees in the
Management Zone to prevent windthrow (i.e. trees blowing down) occurring in the Reserve Zone.
28Section 45 of the     Operational Planning Regulation   , B.C. Reg. 174/95.
29Cutblock level plans are logging plans and silviculture prescriptions.
30The Code generally does not apply to private land. The only private land that it does apply to is private land
in a Tree Farm Licence or Woodlot Licence.
31B.C. Reg. 174/95.
32B.C. Reg. 181/95.
33Fisheries Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. F-14.
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34No guidelines for streamside protection were ever finalized for the interior of B.C.
35Tripp, D., A. Nixon, and R. Dunlop    The Application and Effectiveness of the Coastal Fisheries/Forestry
Guidelines in Selected Cutblocks on Vancouver Island   , 1992.
361. Tripp, D., A. Nixon, and R. Dunlop,    The Application and Effectiveness of the Coastal Fisheries/Forestry
Guidelines in the Queen Charlotte Islands, North Coast and       Kalum Forest Districts   , 1993.
2. Tripp, D. and W. Grant,     A Catalogue of Road and Streamside Treatments in Selected Cutblocks in the
Sunshine Coast and Squamish Forest Districts   , 1993.
3. Tripp, D,    The Use and Effectiveness of the Coastal Fisheries/Forestry Guidelines in Selected Forest Districts
of British Columbia   , 1994.
37Ibid. Tripp et al. 1993 and Tripp and Grant 1993.
38Martin, Geoff, Letter from B.C. Ministry of Forests, Port Alberni Forest District, (Port Alberni, B.C.) to Mr.
D. Dowling, Manager, MacMillan Bloedel Limited, Kennedy Lake Division, (Ucluelet, B.C.), 1993, 12 pages.
39A new classification system had been implemented in 1988.  This system classified streams from Class I to
Class IV.  Class I through Class III streams were those with some form of fish in them, with Class I having
anadromous fish (ocean-going), Class II having resident sport fish (>30 cm in length), and Class III having
resident non-sport fish (<30 cm in length). Class IV streams had no fish present.  Ultimately, this classification
system was changed into the Class A, B and C system.
40The public was represented at the negotiating table by the Sierra Legal Defence Fund, the Steelhead Society
of B.C. and the B.C. Environmental Network.
41Gee minnow traps baited with sardines - average soak time was 4 hours.
42Ibid.


